Introduction.
In the free lattice on n generators, FL(w), the components of a word (lattice polynomial) are defined recursively by : (i) the only component of a generator is itself, and (ii) if W=A\JB (or Af~\B) the components of W are W, A, and B and their components.1 A component subset, P, of FL(«) is a collection of words in FL(«) with the following property: if a word belongs to P then so do all its components.2 A component subset of FL(ra) may be partially ordered in a natural way: A^B if and only if A^B in FL(«). Clearly if W=A\JB (or A(~\B) belongs to a component subset, P, W appears in P as the l.u.b. (or g.l.b.) of A and B under the ordering ( = ). Thus it is natural to say that a component subset P is generated by the generators of FL(») which appear in the words belonging to P. This notion is used here to prove: Theorem 1.* Given any two words, unequal in FL(ra), there exists a finite homomorphic image of FL(«) in which their images are distinct. From the construction given in the proof of Theorem 2, it follows that a finite lattice can be embedded in a lattice with 3 generators.
2. Proof of Theorem 1. Let A and B be two unequal words in FL(«). Consider the component subset P of FL(») formed by AVJB and its components. Let *i, • ■ • , xk be the generators of FL(») appearing in A\JB, renumbering if necessary. As indicated in the introduction, P is a partially ordered set generated by xi, • • • , x* in which A and B appear as distinct elements. Using the MacNeille completion by cuts [3] , P may be completed to a lattice L(P). L(P) is an embedding of P which preserves all l.u.b.'s and g.l.b.'s which exist in P. In theembedding, letXÇP correspond to X'£L(P). An element W of P, not a generator, has the form W=X\J Y (or Xf~\Y). As remarked in the introduction, W is the l. of X and Y in P under ( = ). Hence in L(P), W' = X'U Y' (or XT\ F).
Moreover, the elements added in the completion are just the l.u.b.'s and g.l.b.'s of elements in P, so that L(P) is generated by the k generators, x{, ■ ■ ■ , x¿. Since P is embedded in L(P), A'^B' and, by the construction, L(P) is finite since P is finite.
It remains to be shown that there is a homomorphism mapping In Table 1 , the entry above the main diagonal in row i, column j is x\Jy or the quotient to which x\Jy belongs when x is the element, or belongs to the quotient, heading row i and y is the element, or belongs to the quotient, heading column j. Similarly, xC\y is entered below the main diagonal. Table 1   \y  a  b  c  I  II  III  IV  V  VI VII   a  a aKJb aVJc  I aVJb aSJc  a  I  I  I   b aP\b  b b\Jc oXJb II b\Jc  II  b  II  II   c aC\c bf\c  c aSJc b\Jc III  III III  c  III   I  a  V  VI  I aVb a\Jc  I  I  I  I   II  IV  b  VI VII  II ¿>Wc II  II  II  II   III  IV  V  c  VII VII III  III  III  III  III IV IV ai\b aT\c IV IV IV . IV VII VII VII The proof of the Theorem 2 now follows directly. Using the MacNeille completion by cuts [3] , complete the partially ordered set P=[L, F, 2] to a lattice L(P). Since by Lemma 5, (3) preserves unions and intersections in L, L(P) is an embedding for L. Since a, b, c generate F and, by Lemma 7, gm is the l.u.b. of a2m-i and a2m in P, and since, by Lemma 8, (3) preserves unions and intersections in F, a, b, c, generate P and hence L(P) also. Finally, P is finite if L is finite. Thus the following corollary is proved. However none of these can hold since the elements belong to the wrong quotients-see Table 1 .
Suppose that ßr^am. This holds if and only if ßr;tpm. Again one of four possibilities must hold:
(1) ßr è Xm, (2) ßr ^ X_m, (3) b è pm, (4) ar ^ pm.
As before, none of these can be true.
Proof 
